MECHANISM FOR REQUESTING CHANGE
IN LEARNING MODES FOR THE
BASIC EDUCATION DEPARTMENT (BED)
As a premier educational institution pioneering in agriculture and veterinary
medicine, De La Salle Araneta University (DLSAU) launched the Flexible
Alternative Remote Modality (FARM) as a proactive response towards the
ongoing transition to the New Normal in education. DLSAU FARM provides
accessible, adaptive, and inclusive education to all Lasallian learners,
including students with diverse learning needs. Under DLSAU FARM, students
may choose between two learning modes—full online learning and
home-based offline learning—depending on their learning needs and
preferences.
DLSAU FARM’s two learning modes emphasize the accountability of the
learners through self-paced and self-directed learning. They also foster
partnership and collaboration between parents and learners to ensure a
holistic learning experience for our Lasallian learners. True to its name,
parents may opt to change from one learning mode to another
depending on the current needs and resources of their children. This
process should be undertaken on Week 5 until Week 6 of the First Quarter,
as the intended new learning mode will take into effect on the Week 1 of the
Second Quarter. Indeed, while we allow this change in learning mode, this
can only be done ONCE in order for our learners and faculty to adjust
accordingly. In addition, any changes in the choice will be subjected to
further evaluation of the Principal.

Steps for Requesting Change in
Learning Modes
1. The parent/guardian should express his/her intention of changing his/her child’s/ward’s
learning mode on Week 5 to Week 6 of the First Quarter, as the intended new learning
mode will take into effect on Week 1 of the Second Quarter.
2. The parent/guardian must write an e-mail addressed to the Principal to express his/her
intention of changing his/her child’s/ward’s current learning mode.
The e-mail subject should take the following format: BED_Grade Level_Request
to Change Learning Mode.
3. The e-mail should contain the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Full Name of the Student (Surname, First Name, Middle Initial)
Grade and Section
DLSAU E-mail Adress of the Student
Mailing Address
Learning Mode of Choice
Reason for Changing the Child’s/Ward’s Learning Mode

4. The e-mail should be copy furnished (cc) to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Class Adviser (DLSAU email of the class adviser)
Vice Principal for Academics (vp.academics@dlsau.edu.ph)
Vice Principal for Administration (vp.administration@dlsau.edu.ph))
Principal (chiqui.umali@dlsau.edu.ph)

5. The Principal will reply to all email recipients in the e-mail thread for the approval
of the request.
6. The VP for Academics and VP for Administration will reply in the same e-mail thread to
acknowledge that they were notified of the change. The Vice Principals will finalize
the list and arrangements (e.g. mailing address for home-based offline learners/
DLSAU email for online learners) to ensure a seamless transition.
7. Once the Principal and Vice Principals confirm the approval of the change in
learning mode of the student, the class adviser will notify the subject teachers of
the relevant details.

Sample Format of E-Mail Request
DR. CHIQUI C. UMALI
Principal, Basic Education Department
De La Salle Araneta University
Dear Dr. Umali:
I would like to express my intention to change the learning mode of my child/ward
for the Second Quarter of SY 2020-2021. Your requested information is as follows:
Name: Dela Cruz, Juan DG.
Grade and Section: Grade 6 – Br. Berthwin
DLSAU E-mail Address: juan.delacruz@dlsau.edu.ph
Mailing Address: No. 10 Masagana Street, Potrero, Malabon City
Final Learning Mode of Choice: FULL ONLINE LEARNING
Reason: We subscribed to an internet service provider for a stable internet connection.
I hope this request will be approved.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Maria Dela Cruz

